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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

DEW: I never will fergit one ole man I wuz workin in that store an he 

had homesteaded jist across the New Mexico 

DAV: uhum 

DEW: an he had been over there ah long time for the settled up what 

we got came outa the three by four ranch over there well the 

fella in New Mexico people had been there ah good many years well 

that ole man come in that store on day (.8) he said uh Mrs. 

Stoveall ca:n I: ha:ve so:me mo:re cre:dit she said yes what do 

ya need oh ah little bit ah groceries he said if ya don't mind 

jist charge it ta meh on accounta I haven't got any money with 

meh he thought that didn't sound right so he said there ain't 

none at the house either. 

Above is an example of stories to be examined in this thesis; 

stories found in ordinary conversation. Though it might stand on its 

own, with no reference to the conversation that has occurred around 

it, it takes on greater significance when discussed in light of its 

context, including the conversation that occurred before and after it. 

In this instance, DeeWayne (DEW) started this conversation by telling 

a story about going to collect some fifteen-year-old debts for his 

father-in-law who owned a store. The topic of talk turned to credit, 

and then to credit customers, people who must rely on credit from 

merchants, rather than paying cash for their purchases. The story 

above unfolded next. Note that the old man asked for moxfi credit so 



this was not the first request he had made for credit. Note also that 

the old ttian gives an account (no money for groceries) even after Mrs. 

Stoveall has agreed to extend the credit. Finally, note that the old 

man made a special point to tell Mrs. Stoveall that he had no money at 

all. The conversation after the story was about the old man who 

needed credit, how hard, times really were in the Great Depression, and 

how, finally, the old man was able to come through the Great 

Depre.ssion. 

The point of the story, how a proud man is forced to ask for more 

credit because he does not have any money, becomes more evident in 

view of its context. The story told after this one describes how the 

old man went to Portales and sold some broom corn, thereby earning the 

first money he had seen in five years. He told Deewayne that he would 

finally be able to pay his bills. Without knowing what the context 

for the story was, a person could see the man as a freeloader who was 

just making excuses so he did not have to pay his bill. 

The example is typical of the stories that were collected for this 

thesis. Yet, when I am talking to someone who is not directly 

involved in the project and tell them I am studying storytelling, they 

automatically assume that I am studying either children's stories, 

like The Three Bears,, or lies. Literary stories and conversational 

stories are not the same thing. People naturally tell stories in 

conversation. One does not have to be formally trained to tell a 

story. Stories do not have to have a formal beginning that sets the 

setting and characters of the story, because much of the time the 

participants already know the characters when the name is mentioned. 



Conversational stories do not have to have a formal ending. Some 

stories just stop because something changed in the context, such as 

another person entering the group. Conversational stories do not have 

to have formal beginnings and endings like literary stories do but 

they can have them. 

Theories of Narrative 

Narration is defined by Fisher as "symbolic actions—words and/or 

deeds—that have sequence and meaning for those who live, create, and 

interpret them" (1987, p. 58). Narration and story will be used 

interchangeably throughout this thesis. 

There is a need to study narrative or stories, because it is 

through the narrative that human beings structure their thoughts. To 

illustrate and support this claim, Fisher's narrative paradigm and 

Sarbin's narratory principle will be explained. 

"The narrative paradigm proposes that human beings are inherently 

storytellers who have a natural capacity to recognize the coherence 

and fidelity of stories they tell and experience" (Fisher, 1987, p. 

24). Fisher (1987) goes on to say that all forms of human 

communication need to be seen as stories, that is, "symbolic 

interpretations of aspects of the world occurring in time and shaped 

by history, culture, and character" (p. xi). 

In the story example given above, DeeWayne is engaging in symbolic 

interpretation of what he saw during the Great Depression, "aspects of 

the world occurring in time and shaped by history." He saw a man who 

was used to paying his bills having to ask for credit and knowing that 



he would not be able to pay for some time if at all. This happened in 

a culture in which a man is expected to provide for his family and pay 

his bills, "shaped by character and culture." The narrative paradigm 

holds that narrative is the concept that enhances understanding of 

communication and action everywhere. The narrative is the foundation, 

the conceptual configuration of the ideas of human beings (Fisher, 

1987). 

Sarbin's narratory principle is similar to Fisher's narrative 

paradigm in that they both see the narrative as the bases of hviman 

cognition. Sarbin (1986, p. 8) states, "I propose the narratory 

principle: That human beings think, perceive, imagine, and make moral 

choices according to narrative structures." Sarbin states that when a 

person is presented two or three pictures, descriptions, or phrases 

the individual will connect them to form a story, an account that 

relates the pictures, descriptions, or phrases in some way. The 

meanings are held together by the use of a plot, either implicit or 

explicit (Sarbin, 1986). 

To support his narratory principle, Sarbin looked in old reports of 

laboratory exercises. One of the studies was by Michotte (1946/1963). 

Michotte designed an experiment where an observer would see two or 

more colored rectangles in motion. The experimenter controlled the 

direction, speed, and distance traveled of the rectangle. The 

observers made such comments as: "It is as if A's approach frightened 

B and B ran away. It is as if A, in touching B, induced an electric 

current which set B going" (Michotte, in Sarbin, 1986, p. 13). 

Laughter was a result in the Michotte experiments also, to which 



Sarbin asked the question, "could laughter have been a response unless 

the observer emplotted the actions of the rectangles as narrative 

figures in a comedy?" (Sarbin, 1986, p. 13). 

Narratives guide behaviors both in informal relationships, where we 

try to make ourselves intelligible to each other, and in scientific 

attempts to describe and explain human behavior (Gergen & Gergen, 

1986). Rules for narrative construction guide our accounts of human 

action across time. Martin (1982, p. 281) states, "if people did not 

reason in this rather sloppy, inductive manner, they would have a very 

limited ability to learn personally from their own experiences or 

vicariously, from the experiences of others, transmitted through 

stories." 

Research on Narratives 

The narrative is an important part of human life and researchers 

have realized this as early as thirty years ago. The early 

researchers sought to find how to tfill a good story. They looked at 

the practical things a person could do to improve his or her 

storytelling. Later researchers sought to go beyond "how to" books 

and see how stories were constructed. 

Interview situations. The first major step was Labov's and 

Waletzky's study of narratives collected in interview situations, 

reviewed extensively in Chapter Two. Now the research has evolved 

past interview situations to the study of stories that occur in 

natural conversations. Narratives need to be studied in natural 

conversations, as opposed to interview situations, because as Wolfson 



(1976, p. 192) points out: 

Narratives that are found in interviews have distinguishing 
characteristics all their own. Not only are they given in 
summary form, but there is often elaboration and emphasis 
on the specific part of the story on the question that 
has been aalced. 

If a person were to hear a story in an interview situation and told to 

answer a specific question, and then heard the same story told as it 

occurred naturally in a conversation, he or she might very well find 

that the story sounded like two different stories because of where the 

emphasis is placed. For example, if the story given at the beginning 

of this chapter had been told in an interview situation, in response 

to a question such as"what was it like in the Great Depression?" then 

the emphasis might have been placed on why the old man did not have 

any money, how many times he had had to charge his groceries, how long 

it had been since he had paid his bill, etc. All of this additional 

information might have been given to fully respond to the question. 

The additional information could have muddled down or perhaps even 

covered up the climax of the story that occurred naturally—"if ya 

don't mind jist charge it ta meh on accounta I haven't got any money 

with meh he thought that didn't sound right so he said there ain't 

none at the house either." Without the story being told in the 

context of natural conversation, a person might think that the man in 

question was just a freeloader making excuses for not paying his bill. 

Natural settings. Recent Storytelling research places the emphasis 

on how stories are told in natural conversation and the structures or 

major characteristics of stories. Key research into naturally 



occurring storytelling has been done by Sacks, Goodwin, and 

Mandelbaum. 

Sacks (1972) studied how small children tell stories. He said 

"certain characteristics are quite distinctive to stories" (Sacks, 

1972, p. 227) . There are characteristic beginnings (once upon a time) 

and characteristic endings (and they lived happily ever after), but 

the story can start without a proper beginning and close without a 

proper ending. Stories without either a proper beginning or a proper 

ending should be called story fragments (Sacks, 1972). 

Goodwin (1984) investigated the interactive organization involved 

in the telling of a single story. He analyzed a video-taped dinner 

during which the story was told. He found that through detailed 

analysis of the story he was able to find specific structures such as 

a preface offering to tell the story, a multi-utterance turn which is 

the body of the story, and the conclusion of the story when the 

participants engage in the talk relevant to the story. "In addition 

to revealing some of the internal organization of multi-unit turns, 

such an approach embeds relevant structural units within the activity 

systems that give them meaning and demonstrate how participants use 

this structure as a constitutive feature of the events they are 

engaged in" (Goodwin, 1984, p. 243-244). To paraphrase, participants 

of the story give the story meaning and structure which fits into what 

they are doing at that given time. This approach reveals the 

structure that gives the story meaning and how the participants use 

that structure to define what they are doing. 
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Mandelbaum (1987) has researched the audience as co-author in 

conversational storytelling. Mandelbaum stresses "that narratives are 

produced in interaction" (1987, p. 5). In storytelling, the usual 

system of turn taking is modified from the brief, frequent exchanges 

to the teller taking an extended turn with the audience offering few 

contributions to show attention and appreciation. The example at the 

beginning of the chapter shows how Dave is involved in the story by 

allowing DeeWayne to tell his story and shows he is listening just by 

saying "uhvunm." Mandelbaum states that recipients "are instrumental 

in the storytelling coming to the floor. Recipients co-participate 

in the suspension of turn by turn talk, in sustaining teller's 

extended turn, and in ending the storytelling through the resvimption 

of turn by turn talk" (Mandelbaum, 1987, p. 7) . 

Mandelbaum (1987) also describes the sequence within which stories 

are started. The sequence begins when the teller makes an offer to 

tell the story which may be accepted or rejected by the listener 

(Mandelbaiom, 1987). The offer comes before the preface of beginning 

of the story. Mandelbaum states that passive participation of the 

audience in the storytelling can be seen by the use of continuers such 

as "uh huh" and "mm hiom, " such as in the story example given. The 

recipient may also take a turn to indicate a problem in the teller's 

talk and ask for clarification or explanation so there is 

understanding. 

In sum, as Wolfson (1976) pointed out, naturally occurring 

narratives are different from those that occur in interviews. With 

the exception of works by Sacks, Goodwin, and Mandelbaum, little 



research has been done on storytelling in natural settings. Their 

research has shown that stories are structured so that there is a 

beginning (which may or may not be proper) or preface, a 

multi-utterence body, and an ending (which may or may not be proper) 

or conclusion. Research has also shown that the audience is an active 

participant in the storytelling process. 

Research Ouestions 

As mentioned earlier, research to this point is basically about 

story structure and characteristics, though Mandelbaiati's research 

addresses how story recipients help to build a story. The next step 

is to move from the structure of a single story to how stories are 

used in natural conversations. To do this, this thesis will examine 

the following questions: How do stories build upon one another? How 

do participants co-author a series of stories? And, how do stories 

rely on the context in which they are told to be understood by the 

participants? 

Summary and Preview 

In this chapter, I have given an example of a story told in natural 

conversation. I have explained Fisher's and Sarbin's theories of how 

humans structure their thoughts using narratives. I gave a brief 

overview of the research on narrative. And finally, I stated the 

research questions to be answered in this thesis. 

The examination of these questions will be completed in the 

following chapters. Chapter Two looks into the research that has been 
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done on storytelling, overviewing several approaches. Chapter Three 

details the methods used to collect and analyze the data of this 

thesis. Chapter Four gives detailed analysis of stories in answer to 

the three questions asked above. And finally. Chapter Five states the 

conclusions and final thoughts of this thesis. 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Overview 

This chapter will review the literature of research on 

storytelling. To do this, the chapter has been divided into seven 

areas. "Principles of Narrative" explains how a description is a 

story and how stories are structured. "Early Storytelling" explains 

how long storytelling has existed. "Who Tells Stories" looks at the 

type of people who tell stories. "Early Research" examines the first 

research done on storytelling which was primarily research to see how 

a person could tell a better story. "Occasion and Audience" explains 

the occasion's and audience's role in the storytelling. 

"Organizational Storytelling" reviews the use of stories in 

organizations. Finally, "Interviews" examines the role of the 

interview in the development of storytelling research. 

Principles of Narrative 

Sacks (1972) states that if some piece of talk is a description 

then it is also a story or a story part. Any time a person describes 

an event, he or she is telling a story. Myrsiades (1987, p. 99) says 

"the world is a set of stories from among which one chooses to live 

and continually recreate the life of good reason." The narrative has 

meaning for people in particular and is meaningful for communities and 

cultures across time and place in general (Fisher, 1987). 

11 
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Mandelbaum (1987) and Polanyi (1985) both state that narratives are 

structured events. Sarbin (1986) says that people try to make sense 

out of the world by organizing events into stories. People take what 

they see around them and reflect upon what they see to make the 

stories of their lives. Therefore, all people have a basis for 

judging stories (Fisher, 1987). 

Martin (1982, p. 281) points out, "stories should be remembered and 

believed because they are used to develop general rules, or morals, 

concerning what will happen, should an incident, similar to that 

described in the story occur in the future." When a person tells a 

story he or she must choose certain people to be the heroes and others 

to be the villians for the narrative to be memorable (Bormann, 1986). 

Narratives have specific meanings for people, narratives are 

structured events, and stories are used to help develop general rules 

and morals. 

Early Storytelling 

Stories have been around since before written history and are 

ubiquitous. Baker and Greene (1977, p. 1) state "storytelling is 

older than history and is not bounded by one civilization, one 

continent, or one race." Sarbin (1986,p. 14) echoes Baker and Greene 

when he says "we know storytelling is a pervasive activity. It is 

supported by the oral tradition and in historical times goes back at 

least to the Homeric epics." 

Curiousity about the past, the search for an understanding 
of beginnings, the need for entertainment, and the desire 
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to keep alive a great heroic past established the early 
storyteller as bringer of news, historian, disperser of 
culture, upholder of religion and morals, as well as 
entertainer. (Baker & Greene, 1977, p. 1) 

Understanding a culture may explain its narratives, because it is 

through stories that people keep their cultural heritage as well as 

their personal histories alive (Baker & Greene, 1977; Grele, 1985; 

Mandelbaum, 1987). 

Who Telia Stories 

Everyone tells stories. "Every human being tells many stories 

throughout the day" (Sawyer, 1962, p. 30). Ryan (1988) says that 

there are times in everybody's life that need stories and experiences 

that everyone has had. Stories are told to entertain and enlighten 

and are told wherever people talk to each other—restaurants, stores, 

trains, waiting rooms, and elevators—just to name a few (Sarbin, 

1986; Wolfson, 1976) . 

So stories are found everywhere people are found. In early 

research, the emphasis was put on how to tell a story. Any project 

dealing with stories should not overlook this early research. 

Early Research 

Sawyer (1962, p. 26) states that "the art of storytelling lies 

within the storyteller, to be searched for, drawn out, made to grow." 

One way to do that is to enjoy telling stories. "Funny stories should 

be told only by those persons who enjoy telling them" (Droke, 1956, p. 

33). Baker and Greene (1977) say that the focus should be on the 

story rather than the storyteller. 
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The first essentials for that art of storytelling are "dramatic 

instinct and dramatic power of expression" (Shedlock, 1952, p. 23). 

Shedlock (1952) continues by saying that special training should 

consist of voice, language choice, and delicate suggestion. Shedlock 

(1952) gives a list of dangers that the storyteller face. 

The danger of aide issues ... breaking off from the main 
dramatic interest in a short exciting story... 
the difficulty of Qauaina the effect of a story unpon 
the audience rises from lack of observation and experience... 
the danger of overilluatration ... the concentration on one 
channel of communication attracts and holds the attention more 
completely. 
the danger of obscuring the point of the story with too 
many detaila. 
the danger of Qvereatplanation is fatal to the artistic sucess 
of any story, (p. 4-20) 

Occasion and Audience 

The tactics of a storyteller are determined by audience feedback 

(Chambers, 1984). Storytelling is occasion and audience centered. 

Without an audience or occasion to tell a story, it does not matter if 

a person can tell a good story or not. 

Qceaaion. Polanyi (1985) states that in conversational 

storytelling there is almost always some sort of talk before the story 

which serves as a transition between the story and the previous 

discussion. "Carefully done, storytelling can be an effective and 

vivid way to explore a matter under discussion in some depth" 

(Polanyi, 1985, p. 33). The narrator has the burden of making the 

story relevant to the occasion in which the story is told. Ryave 

(1978) points out storytellers are 
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frequently attentive to and concerned with expressing 
in so many words the import, relevance, significance of 
that recounting, and/or indicating just how in the import 
and significance of some assertion(s) can be appreciated 
and evidenced in and through the recounting of some event. 
(p. 124-125) 

These stories, according to Polanyi (1985, p. 12), "are told to make a 

point, to transmit a message—often some sort of moral evaluation or 

implied critical judgment—about the world the teller shares with 

other people." 

Polanyi (1985) also lists three things a storyteller must do to 

define the context of the telling: 

1. The "point" which can be inferred from the story must 
be relevant to the talk underway and seem to grow naturally 
out of that talk. 

2. The story must be integrated smoothly into the proceeding talk. 
3. What is said must be tailored to the specific people who are 

the story recipients, (p.33) 

As Polanyi points out, a storyteller must consider not only the 

occasion but also the audience to whom the story is being told. The 

recipient of the story has to consent to the story by allowing the 

teller an extended turn of talk (Mandelbaxxcn, 1987) . 

Audience. Mandelbaiom (1987, p. 5) states "ethnographic and 

sociolinguistic research on narratives stresses that they are 

structured isar an audience. Thus, the interactional setting of 

narrative production is taken into account." During the storyteller's 

extended turn, the recipients offer minimal contributions, such as 

uhiam or yeah, which indicate attention and appreciation (Mandelbaum, 

1987) . At the end of the story the recipient must demonstrate 

understanding of the story or at least acknowledge that a story has 

been told, because if the recipient does not, then he or she is 

"assumed to be ignoring the fact of the telling and displaying a 
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degree of contempt for the story and thus for the teller" (Polanyi, 

1985, p. 32). 

It would be unusual if only one person were to tell stories in a 

conversation. Generally, each person is a teller and a recipient, 

because stories tend to create other stories (Ryave, 1978). Fisher 

(1987, p. 12) states "no story stands alone. A story is always 

embedded in other stories." Ryave (1978) refers to stories which 

create other stories as a series-of-stories. He says that a story 

will be organized "in terms of a significance statement which also 

serves to formulate the proceeding story" (Ryave, 1978, p. 127). The 

storyteller may use the same significance statement of the previous 

story in order to structure his own story (Ryave, 1987). 

Organizational Storytelling 

Stories are told in organizations as well as in social contexts. 

Martin (1982) says that organizational stories have organizational 

settings and characters, and they often have a moral. The moral may 

vary depending on who is telling the story to whom and why. "Such 

stories are told to new employees—informally during breaks and 

formally in training programs and speeches—to explain 'how things are 

done around here'" (Martin, 1982, p. 256). 

Organizational stories help to create and maintain the 

organizational culture from which they come (Martin, 1982; Myrsiades, 

1987). Stories transmit information not only about the organizational 

culture but also management philosophy and organizational policies 

(Martin, 1982). Martin (1982, p. 256) continues by stating "such 
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stories, when repeatedly told gain the status of myths or legends. A 

collection of such stories creates an organizational folklore. This 

folklore is the topic of many company-related, casual conversations." 

The people who tell organizational stories are those "who have 

moved successfully through the company career maze" (Myrsiades, 1987, 

p. 95). These company storytellers tell tales based on the stories 

told to them (Martin, 1982). 

Interviews 

Oral history interviewa. The Study of stories—social or 

organizational—is based on oral history and folklore. McMahan (1982, 

p. 3) states "oral history is a form of conversation." The oral 

history interview has the possibility of "becoming a dialectic form of 

conversation" (McMahan, 1982, p. 8). 

As far as conducting an oral history interview, Ives (1974) offers 

some general advice. The interviewer should know what information is 

being sought, begin with general questions and become specific, and 

remember "everybody is a potential informant for something" (Ives, 

1974, p. 33). Davis, Back, and MacLean (1975) advise not to ask 

yes-no questions. They say ask who, what, when, where, how, and why 

questions. Silence and careful listening are the most important 

things to an interviewer (Fletcher, 1983; Ives, 1974). 

Storytelling interview. William Labov and Joshua Waletzky (1967) 

conducted a study of the narrative based on interviews they had done 

during research on vernacular speech. Labov and Waletzky (1967) 

stated that there were two primary functions of personal narratives. 
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referential and evaluative. The referential function describes the 

action. The evaluation function identifies the narrator's 

interpretation of what happened, his personal reaction, and the 

consequences. Labov and Waletzky (1967) claim that only unusual, 

unexected, or unique stories can be personal narratives. Labov's and 

Waletzky's methodology, the use of the interview, and conclusions were 

widely accepted until 1981 when John A. Robinson reexamined their 

study. 

Robinson points out why Labov's and Waletzky's conclusions should 

not be generally accepted. Robinson (1981) states that two 

assumptions are implicit in the claim made by Labov and Waletzky. The 

first is that "events have a fixed or final significance" (Robinson, 

1981, p. 60). This assumes that people have to have a conclusion to 

the stories that they tell. The second assxjmption is that 

"narratives are told only to demonstrate the meritorious qualities" 

(Robinson, 1981, p. 61). This says that people will only tell stories 

that make them look good. Robinson also pointed out that Labov and 

Waletzky used stories that came from interview situations. 

Narratives that are found in interviews have distinguishing 
characteristics all their own. Not only are they usually 
given in summary form, but there is often elaboration on the 
apecific part of the storv which anawera the question that 
haa been asked. (Wolfson, 1976, p. 192) 

In the interview, the form and content of the narration is guided by 

the fact that it is the answer to a specific question. In spontaneous 

situations, the narration is a reaction to the currect topic of 

conversation. This is the reason that this thesis examines stories 

that occur in natural or spontaneous conversations. 
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Summary 

This chapter looked at the literature on the research of 

storytelling. The chapter was divided into seven specific areas of 

research. The final area, "Interviews," explains why this thesis 

studies natural conversation instead of interviews. The specific 

method used will be explained in Chapter Three. 



CHAPTER III 

METHODS 

As I see it, the goal of discourse research is to provide 
a description and analysis of the basic building blocks of 
face-to-face interaction. (Sigman, 1985, p. 123-124) 

Overview 

This chapter will detail the methods used in the research of this 

thesis. An explanation of conversational analysis starts the chapter. 

Next, the setting in which the data was gathered is explained. 

Finally, a detailed description of research procedures is given. 

Conversational Analyaia 

The procedures of this thesis are those of conversation analysis, 

an approach to description of taped, naturally occurring interaction. 

Sacks, Schegloff, and Jefferson (1978) established the methodology of 

conversational analysis. The method of research is to tape record, 

replay, and analyze natural conversation. Heritage and Atkinson 

(1984) state that "naturally occurring interaction presents an immense 

range of circxamstances —effectively amounting to a 'natural 

laboratory'—for the pursuit of hunches and the investigation of the 

limits of particular formulations by systematic comparison" (p. 3). 

The justification for using this methodology begins with realizing 

it is discourse analysis that has the most to contribute 
to other social science disciplines. There have been 
an increasing number of studies of discourse in various 
settings including medicine, education, law, interethic 
communication, and commercial aviation. These studies show 
the potential value of discourse analysis in a wide range of 
social context. (Linde, in press, p. 1) 

20 
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Conversational analysis is useful in the study of stories, because 

it allows a researcher to see how people actually construct stories, 

how participants co-author stories, as Mandelbaum has found, and how 

stories relate to each other in the specific conversations in which 

they are told. Conversation analysis allows the researcher to see the 

intricate details of how people use stories to communicate. 

An indepth justification of conversation analysis stems from the 

work of Harvey Sacks. Sacks (1984, p. 24) states "it is possible that 

detailed study of small phenomena may give an enormous understanding 

of the way hxomans do things and the kinds of objects they use to 

construct and order their affairs." Sacks (1984) continues by saying 

"the detailed ways in which actual, naturally occurring social 

activities occur are subjectable to formal description" (p. 21). 

Sacks (1984) also states that the conversational analysis, as a method 

of description, is "intrinsically stable" (p. 21). The method by 

which conversations are analyzed do not change even though the 

conversations studied do change. 

Conversational analysis of audiotape recordings of natural 

conversation is "directed to extracting, characterizing, and 

characterizing the interrelationships of the various types of 

sequential organization operative in conversation" (Sacks, Schegloff, 

& Jefferson, 1978, p. 9). Careful analysis of the audio tape 

recordings is done so that practically nothing is left unnoticed, 

because, as Heritage and Atkinson (1984) point out, nothing can be 

ruled out without careful study first. 

Conversation analytic studies are thus designed to achieve 
systematic analysis of what, at best, is intuitively known 
and, more commonly is tacitly oriented to in ordinary conduct. 
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In this context, nothing that occurs in interaction can be 
ruled out, a priori, as random, insignificant, or irrelevant, 
(p. 4) 

In sum, conversational analysis is a justifiable method for the 

study of stories. It allows for the detailed study of the way people 

tell stories. This method allows the study of stories to focus on the 

conversations that occur in everday life. 

Setting 

Fifteen hours of audio tape recordings have been recorded in the 

office of a welding shop in a West Texas farming community. The 

recordings were made between the last of August and the last of 

October. This was apt timing to acquire the conversations in the 

shop, because this was layout time when little field work was being 

done. Therefore, both the welder and customers had more time for 

story-swapping. 

The welding shop was used as the research site because of the 

researcher's familiarity with the customers and the salesmen who came 

into the shop as well as the owners of the business. The familiarity 

comes from the researcher having worked in the welding shop on 

Saturdays and during the summers for the past fifteen years. Wolfson 

(1976, p. 205) states that there is "no better research site for 

observation of free conversation than the circle of one's own friends 

and associates." 

The conversations that were recorded would have occurred whether 

the tape recorders were there or not. The recorders were placed so 

that they could be turned on easily from the welder's or the 

bookkeeper's side of their desks. 
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PrQGedurf»fl 

The following procedures were used: 

(1) Two audio tape recorders were placed in the office of the 

welding shop. They were placed were they could be seen, but attention 

was not called to the recorders. 

(2) The only people who operated the recorders were the welder, 

the bookkeeper, and the researcher. The recorders were turned on when 

anyone came into the office and recorded until the person left with 

the exceptions of: (A) When the welder and bookkeeper were talking 

between themselves and /or the researcher. (B) When the conversation 

was judged to be purely a business transaction, such as making a 

ticket or paying a bill. (C) When the recorder operator used his or 

her option to turn off the recorder, because the conversation had 

become too personal to be studied as part of this research. 

(3) Fifteen hours of tape have been recorded in the manner 

mentioned above. 

(4) Thorough transcriptions of the recordings have been made using 

the trascription system developed by Gail Jefferson. This system 

directs attention to laughter, overlapped turns by different speakers, 

sound stretching, words used, and lengths of gaps in talk measured in 

tenths of seconds. An attempt was made to capture participants' 

"non-standard" pronunciations through the use of variations in 

standard spelling. To explain the transcription technique, an example 

follows: 

116 MIL: yah we talked about goin over there but decided we 

didn't want to git in the mess= 
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117 AND: -YA know it really wodn't that bad we:11 what we did (1.0) 

what we ended up doin what I got tickled at Mom is in her 

middle sixties and myh aunt bout the same age and uh uh about 

the first of that week when she found out we could go she 

said I hear that there wuz gonna be ten thousand people there 

I live bout propbly ten or fifteen blocks from where its 

gonna be we'll walk well what we decidied wuz we would take 

myh momma's pickup and jist park out there and we'd walk up 

there and sit in the back and watch cuz I didn't want ta be 

jist real close (.9) what they ended up doin is they had the 

speakers and the bandstand here those speakers wodn't that 

loud and about ah hunerd yards back they set up this kinda 

triangle speaker NOW THAT DUDE WUZ LOUD 

((laughter)) 

118 AND: and uh we decided to go up there well myh mother and aunt 

wanted up there and see em set it up and everthing well they 

take their chairs it started at eight the night seven thirty 

they took their chairs up there at three ah clock and they 

sat= 

119 MIL: -Qh myh gosh = 

120 AND: -so they wuz on about the fifth row back which ya know they 

had decided to do it and ya know these friends ov ours ya 

know that we were goin up there with they decide they wanted 

ta do it too so we all went up there and put our lawn chairs 

out and our coolers with our samwhichs and cokes and stuff 

and we sat there from three ah 
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clock jtill it started 

121 MIL: OH no 

Capitalization, OH, represents loud volume. 

Colons, 0:::H, represents the holding of a vowel sound. 

Equal signs, =-, represent talk that was continued with no pause. 

Underlines, oh, represent emphasis placed on that word or word part. 

Brackets, ^til it started, represent talk overs. 

Pauses, (1.3), are timed in tenths of seconds. 

Double brackets, ((truck goes by)) ((laughter)), represents something 

other than actual talk. 

Transcripts of the fifteen hours of recordings were made by the 

researcher. 

(5) Recorded conversational activities have been thoroughly 

described. The description is based on close examination of the 

transcribed details of talk via repeated listening to the tapes while 

reading the transcripts. 

(6) The description is based on the three questions asked earlier 

in Chapter One. How do stories build upon one another? How do 

participants co-author a series of stories? And, finally, how do 

stories rely on the context in which they are told to be understood by 

the participants? 

(7) Some of the specific questions asked while making the 

descriptions were: 

(A) What is accomplished by this way of speaking? 

(B) What are some of the consequences of this way of speaking? 
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(C) What alternatives were plausible but were not chosen? 

(D) How does the speaker orient what he or she is saying now to 

what has come before? 

(E) After observing patterns in what storytellers and recipients 

do, can I find cases that depart from the usual and which "prove the 

rule"? Specifically, what happens when speakers fail to establish a 

framework for their stories? 

The long-term association with the people whose stories are being 

analyzed allows the researcher certain knowledge about the people's 

backgrounds, attitudes toward each other, and socio-cultural 

assumptions. Gumperz (1982, p. 153) states "participants' personal 

background knowledge and their attitudes toward each other, 

socio-cultural assiomptions concerning role and status relationships as 

well as social values associated with various message components also 

play an important role." 

Summary 

The methods of the conversational analysts were used. The approach 

uses taped recordings of natural conversation. The setting was a 

welding shop in a West Texas farming community-

Chapter Four is a detailed analysis of parts of the fifteen hours 

of tape recordings collected. The analysis attempts to answer the 

research questions: How do stories build upon one another? How do 

participants co-author a series of stories? And, how do stories rely 

on the context in which they are told to be understood by the 

participants? 



CHAPTER IV 

ANALYSIS OF STORIES 

Overview 

This analysis of stories has been done to answer three research 

questions: How do stories build upon one another? How do 

participants co-author a series of stories? And, how do stories rely 

on the context in which they are told to be understood by the 

participants? Each question will be answered separately below. 

How Do Stories Build Upon 
One Another? 

Stories rely on the story told before to carry a topic from story 

to story. A beginning story introduces a topic and the subsequent 

stories use connectives and detail to build the topic. Theoretically, 

this process can go on infinitely. 

Connective^. Connectives are the introductory parts of stories 

that show that a narrator has a story to tell that is directly related 

to the story told before it. Some examples of connectives include: "I 

think that's part of it," "yah know like I say see," "well that's jist 

like," "ah that's right I know," "EXACTLY I mean it gits worse ya 

know," and "I'm sure that's true." All of these connectives work to 

relate one story to the next. 

A special form of connective is one where one participant sets up a 

story for another participant to tell. In this research, it happened 

when Mildred would make a statement, such as, "in fact you had one man 

ask if he could buy from you in boxes"; and Dave would tell the 

27 
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story,"OH I had one guy ask meh about ah (1.2) could he buy in box 

lots." This type of connective is not as common but may occur more in 

a social setting especially between people who have long term 

relationships. This type of connective is like a narrative 

"hand-off." One person remembers a story that is applicable to the 

topic an connects the topic to the story to be told but does not go 

ahead and tell the story. The person instead "hands-off" the story to 

another participant who then goes on to tell the story. 

Detail. Detail is the amount of information given in a story so as 

to explain the characters, describe a place, or describe an event. 

Detail can be given to heighten the dramatic effect of a story or to 

feuniliarize the recipient with the character, place, or event. If all 

of the participants are familiar with the characters, places, or 

events in a story, then little or no detail is given. The 

participants may refer to a character as "the little girl" or "that 

ole boy down the road" and little else is said about the character. 

If the recipients are not familiar with the character, place, or 

event, then more detail is given. Detail can range from dates to 

places that a character worked to specific towns and street addresses. 

The recipients acknowledge when they have been given enough detail by 

saying things like "okay" and "yah." Most of the time, the teller 

will then go on with the story instead of giving more detail. If the 

teller continues to give more detail, the recipient may respond by 

saying "yah I know him" to signal that enough detail has been given. 

storv frame. A story frame is the border which surrounds the 

stories. Story frames may be broken down into three general 
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catagories: Character frames, topic frames, and moral frames. 

Character frames are stories that relate back to a specific character 

or set of charaters. The character is what all of the stories have in 

common. The stories may be about when the character was young, in the 

army, or whatever, but all of the stories about the character or set 

of characters. 

The topic frame is a set of stories related by the topic that is 

introduced. Cars, business, the weather, etc. are all topic frames. 

The stories can be about any aspect of the topic. The topic frame is 

the most common story frame. 

The moral frame is a set of stories that have a common moral; an 

example is that a businessperson should not extend credit to someone 

he or she knows will not pay it back. The stories serve as examples 

of lessons to be learned. The moral frame was the least common in 

this research as it occurred only once. Although rare, it is a 

different type of frame that can be but should not be classified under 

the topic frame, because the moral frame serves to enlighten the 

listener and not just to entertain. 

A story frame is a context within the larger context of the 

conversation. A story frame is similar to that of a single block in a 

comic strip. Most conversations have a series of story frames that 

make up the entire conversation, just like a comic strip has a series 

of blocks that make up the entire comic strip. 

Each block in a comic strip is a separate drawing. It can be taken 

away from the other blocks and still maintain its identity as a 

drawing. A story frame in a conversation is similar. It can be 
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removed from the other story fraunes of the conversation and be seen as 

a complete unit. As with the comic strip, however, it is more 

meaningful to look at a story frame in relation to the other frames 

aroxind it. This is not to say that a single story frame cannot 

encompass an entire conversation, because it can, just like a single 

comic block can, be an entire comic strip. 

The following is an example of a character story frame. The end of 

the story frame directly before and the beginning of the story frame 

directly following is shown to establish the story frame. 

260 DEW: didn't hurt they's got skinned up but it jist stripped the 

shell bout half way on back tore the damn thang up I think it 

cost fifteen thousand in insurance ta fix the damn thang one 

them high priced Pierce Arrow 

261 DAV: yah yah 

(5.7) 

262 DEW: the ok boy from way out here he went an got his start he 

farmed over here at Goodland Texas (1.9) nineteen thirty-tHQ 

he went out there an went ta work for ah cement contractor 

day wages an ya know then they paved the alleys in California 

in most ov them big towns well he learned the cement bidness 

an he got ta be ah cemment contractor hisself an then paving 

these up built them malls were the parking areas ya know 

263 DAV: uhum 

264 DEW: an after that he evan got ta be ah steel contractor and he 

got I guess five acres of damn stuff X don't know what some 

ov it is 
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((laughter)) 

265 DEW: them thangs that ya raise what ya call them builds that 

cement an got ah shells an the outside looks like seashells 

bout six inches thick they pour it in forms on the floor an 

after it dries they raise it with the crank then they lay the 

glass an steel hell 1 didn't know what he wuz talking bout 

266 DAV: I sure wodn't 

267 DEW: an the way he remembers this country is that ya pick cotton 

by hand the boles 

268 DAV: uhum 

269 DEW: I said well hell they do five row cotton strippers with ah 

basket an oh module builder an he said whats an module 

builder I said well is remember ya mother used ta make ah 

pound ah butter in ah damned ole box thang an swush it down 

270 DAV: uhiam r i g h t 

271 DEW: and s l i p i t o f f -

272 DAV: -butter press-

273 DEW: -I said put eight er ten bales in that an ah truck comes 

under backs under it an picks it up nobaody touches the son 

ov ah bitch jist aa ta the gin (1.9) he didn't nay take some 

pictures an send it back to um 

((laughter)) 

(4.6) 

274 DEW: I said all I know is that you have ta come look 

275 DAV: yah 

(14.3) 
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276 DAV: you never did git in on that module buildin when you wuz 

farming 

277 DEW: uhuh no-

The story frame is from 262 to 275. What sets the frame apart from 

the others is the pauses. Between 261 and 262, there is a 5.7 second 

pause. The frame that 261 is in is Deewayne (DEW) telling about his 

friends having a wreck when they were comming out to see him. The two 

frames are related in that the friend that Deewayne is telling the 

stories about is the same person in both story frames. The stories 

inside the two frames are not related in any other way. 

The end of the story frame is marked by the very long, 14.3 second 

pause, between 275 and 276. As with the story frame in front, the 

frame behind is related to the one given as an example. The new story 

frsune is about Deewayne farming and is connected in the transition 

phrase in 276 that Dave states: "you never did fit in on that module 

buildin when you wuz farmin." 

All of the stories inside of the story frame are directly related. 

One story leads to the next. "An the way he remembers this country is 

that ya pick cotton by hand" is the connective to continue the 

character story frame. No story could be taken from the story frame 

and be a complete story frame. There would have to be some 

explanation of how the stories relate without the part missing from 

the story frame. 

Stories inside of a story frame are related to each other by the 

context of the story frame. The individual stories are parts of the 

whole that make up the story frame. The story frame is constructed as 
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the stories are told. A story frame may be considerably lengthened by 

a participant adding a new dimension to the story frame. 

Dimenaiftnff. Dimensions are the parts of the story frame that allow 

a story frame to be expanded to include a new character, topic, or 

moral. A story frame dimension works as a subdivision in the story 

frame. The dimensions allow the frames to continue as units. As long 

as the major topic, character, or moral is continued, the fraroe 

remains intact no matter how many new dimensions are added. 

Prefaces. Prefaces are the introductory statements or questions of 

a story frame. They set the topic, character, or moral to be 

discussed in the frame. The preface of a story frame is ususally, but 

not always, a question: "Bidness been pretty good?" "Dave ya been 

gittin pretty well most of your money?" The preface occurs after a 

pause or an interuption in the talk; a telephone call or a customer 

transaction were the most common breaks that were not pauses in this 

research. The preface introduces the story frame and the frame 

continues until there is another break in the conversation. After the 

break, a preface is used to introduce a new story frame or can be used 

as a connective to re-introduce the previous frame of discussion, 

"like I was saying before." 

The following is an example of a topic story frame. 

(3.7) 

032 MIL: Bidness been pretty good-

033 AND: —oh its been pretty slow its uh (.9) August picked up well I 

guess I'll see myh check today or tommorrow and seeh how much 

August picked up seem like all of July waas real slow and 
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seem like August alittle bit (2.4) least I think yah know 

((truck goes by)) 

034 AND: when the gins start runnin and this and that this year I 

picked up two or three supply houses that cater to gins soh 

hopefully the winter time won't be that-

035 MIL: -uhumm-

036 AND: -be that slow so (1.6) its been perty good this year our 

bidness has been (3.2) I CAIN'T complain 

(9.3) 

037 AND: these little farmers make another crop (2.6) it'll make 

things ah little bit better I've hada lotta people tell meh 

that they won't sale the bolts this year 

(3.7) 

038 DAV: WE haven't-

039 AND: have yah not (1.3) ONE guy wuz asken meh we haven't sold any 

and I wonder why I jist wonder if thez ole boys made some 

money this year and they went and bought new stuff instead of 

fixen their old up this year (1.4) like they have in the past 

few years— 

040 DAV: -I think thats part of it (1.0) I think on bolts (1.8) I've 

ran into some stuff that makes me think to that uhm (2.8) 

some of thez people that uhm ah (2.9) sale to farmers Company 

A and uh 

(1.3) 

041 AND: oh 

042 DAV: what's the new one routov Dallas 
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043 AND: [oh there's several 

044 DAV: there's quite ^afew 

045 AND: there's Company A and...= 

046 DAV: -okay yah okay thez folks I think their worken the area 

harder than they have for two or three years— 

047 AND: -may have-

048 MIL: —in fact you had one man ask you if he could by from you in 

boxes 

(1.6) 

049 DAV: OH I had one guy ask meh about uh (1.2) could he buy in box 

lots (1.5) and compete price wize and I'h said we::ll I think 

your competen ah bolt at a time but yah if you want to buy 

boxes we'll help a little yah know-

050 AND: -you bet= 

051DAV: and uh-

052 AND: I'll give yah I wuz gonnea say your prices expecially if ya 

sold em byh the box yah know alotta people ask meh about 

retailen and yah know I tell em even on a box double your 

price and byh the each add ten percent to that but yah know 

and whatever and I garuntee you Company A and RAC and those 

guys you double your price on ours and you'll be beten their 

price (l.A) I've seen their prices-

The question asked by Mildred (MIL), at 032, starts a new story 

frame. The previous story frame was vacation talk. The new story 

frame is business talk; all of the stories in this frame are related 

to business. Each story inside the frautie is dependent on the stories 
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that come before it to make sense. Andy (AND) starts by telling a 

story of how slow business has been, 033-039. In 039, Andy states why 

business has been so slow; the farmers are buying new equipment 

instead of fixing their old equipment, because last year they made a 

good crop and could afford it. Dave (DAV) states, in 040, that 

business is also slow because some area wholesalers have started 

selling directly to the farmers. Dave's statement in 040 sets up the 

story in 049. Andy, in 052, reaffirms Dave's prices as competitive 

and shifts the topic to stories from companies selling to the farmers 

to the prices that are changed. The shift comes when Andy states "I'v 

seen their prices." 

069 AND: -yah know like I say see that that company Yakorp ... they 

come to meh and wanted meh to go to work for em and let meh 

look at their prices and this and that like we sell our 

quarter inch hex nut for seventy-five cents a hundred uh 

their (.9) uh which ya know they may have he wuz showen theze 

prices this is what we normally sellem at they normally sell 

their quarter inch at three dollars and seventy-five cents 

070 DAV: uhummm 

071 AND: ((chuckle)) 

072 DAV: we sell em outa the bin at two cents a piece 

073 AND: uhum 

074 DAV: if you want one of em or 

(1.9) 

075 AND: uhum 

076 DAV: ever how many ya know 
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(1.1) 

077 AND: well that's jist like this oil mill down here ya know I 

went in there its been a while back in fact they called us 

and ask for a catalog so I went in there and wuz talken to 

that ole boy he said he wuz buyen from ole Bob (1.1) and 

thats who works for Yakorp and um I said well I can beat the 

price cuz I knew what the prices were he said nao: I don't 

think so: he said ole Bob said he wuz taken care of meh-

078 DAV: -heh heh heh he iz-

079 AND: - I said well what's the last product you bought from hem he 

pulled an invoice out and look at it (1.3) and uh I gave hem 

the price (1.0) and uh he:: uh he said and it wuz half it wuz 

exactly half -

080 DAV: -OH gxfiat-

081 AND: -and uh I and he said he said he wuz gonnea take care ov meh 

on that 

( (laughter) ) 

082 DAV: yah he took care ov em-

083 AND: yah know on that deal but the thang about those kinda comp 

the thang about those kinda companies is that there is alotta 

under the table stuff 

(1.0) 

084 MIL: yah 

085 AND: and yah know we see Yakorp carries alotta stuff but its 

alotta stuff that they won't use down there and I have 

alotta stuff that they use down there and I wuz cheaper on 
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every thang (1.0) a:and 

((TRUCK GOES BY)) 

086 MIL: ah thats thats right ah I know a long time ago Larenage in 

Lubbock was tellen us about some place in Clovis us that had 

been thier customer for along time (.8) and somebaody came in 

and gave them ah nineteen inch television and the television 

and uh turned the trick? 

(1.0) 

087 AND: well that wuz Yakorp that wuz their deal is they wuz is gime 

stuff and that uwuz their philosophy that wil that everybodys 

got a price you jist gotta find out what it is and bigum and 

they believe if you givem fiffty dollars worth of stuff said 

they'll order a hundred-

OSS MIL: -uhumm-

089 AND: -ya know and uh they had-

090 MIL: -thats not necessarily true [if you give now they'll 

091AND: I don;t think soJ 

092 MIL: jist want more next time-

093 AND: EXACTLY I mean it gits worse ya know there wuz a guy (.5) the 

salesman they had in Odessa he wuz talken about what a good 

customer that Nans ... what a good customer they wuz (.6) in 

Odessa (.9) and they had him like I said Yakorp had five 

price list and they had em on the t<2E the most expensive 

price list (1.4)said they do ten thousand dollars a month but 

he said but that ole boy is bailed that buyer outa jail 

boughtem a house fulla furnisher he got a divorce and his 
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094 wife got all the he went an bought em had to buy him this 

bunch of furnisher and ya know he got in so deep know (1.3) 

that now now with him as far as given I was tellen 

her that Yakorp believes that everybody has a price and the 

more ya givem the more their gonnea buy and I told her ya 

Know thats what their philosophy is basically price doesn't 

make any if you givem enough stuff they'll pay ya and ya 

know I tell em I said man I said I said I ain't no great 

salesman but the bidness I been in I'm used to salen myh 

service and myh price ya know you sale their service but ya 

don't sell their price cuz [you ain't gonnea git the pricei 

095 DAV: you ain't gonnea git the priced 

((laughter)) 

096 AND: evidently they said ya know this other man wuz talken to meh 

and this and that his dad owned the company he wuz talken 

about said I first started I wodn't doin very well said his 

daddy told him well your jist not given enough stuff away 

said boy I jist started handen stuff away and them people 

started buyen like crazy (1.9) well I never have given 

anything away and probably never will (5-1) I guess there are 

some people in the area there are some buyers that unless the 

git somethin the won't buy from people 

(1.8) 

097 DAV: I guess so 

098 MIL: you run into that in the welding business also 

(2.4) 
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099 AND: I'm sure that's true (1.2) there's a company I'm not even 

sure were they're out ov ... and uh he's that way and uh that 

coal plant outsidea Muleshoe out there I been out there two 

or three times like I said myh price wuz good ya know ... but 

that ole boy wouldn't come around and I wuz talken to a 

friend of mhine and he said you didn't give him ah trip he 

said ya gotta give him somethin 

((TRUCK GOES BY)) 

100 AND: he ain't gonna buy from meh anyway 

((CUSTOMER TRANSACTION)) 

101 DAV: so you haven't been ta the lake house this sxommer er nothin 

The story frame becomes more detailed as Andy's stories become 

longer and more detailed. Stories become more detailed by adding 

characters and more information, such as where the events took place, 

to heighten the drama of the story. The more Andy talks about Yakorp, 

from 069 to 100, the more detailed his stories become. At first, the 

story is about our prices are better than Yakorp's prices, 069. In 

the next story, 076, Andy starts introducing characters that work for 

Yakorp, "ole Bob (1.1) and thats who works for Yakorp..." Andy shows 

Bob, and Yakorp as a company, to be less than ethical in 079 when Andy 

shows the man at the oil mill that his price is half that of Bob's. 

Andy continues to build his issue of Yakorp being unethical by 

stating, in 083, "the thang about those kinda companies is that there 

is alotta under the table stuff." The story, in 093, is the most 

detailed of the stories about Yakorp. 
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Referencing back to the previous story does two things: It 

prefaces the story about to be told, and it connects the stories 

together so that the following story is justified in being told at the 

time. Andy references back to his previous story when he states "it 

gits worse ya know " This preface says that he has another story 

that is directly related to the story he has just told, and he wishes 

to expand (give more detail) to his story. 

All of the stories in the story frame relied on the story told 

before it to create the context in which the story was told. When one 

person tells a series of stories in a story frame, the stories tend to 

become more detailed. When each participant tells a story, he or she 

signifies that he or she understood the story told before by saying 

"that's right I know...," as Mildred did in 086, or "I'm sure that's 

true," as Andy did in 099. The participants signified that they 

understood the story told before and have one that is related to it in 

the context of the story frame. 

Section summary. This section discussed how stories build upon one 

another. Stories have connectives which related them to the story 

that was told before them. Connectives are short statements that 

signal that the teller is still within the bounds of the story frame. 

Detail is the amount of information given about a character, place, or 

event. Detail is used to make the recipient more familiar with the 

character, place, or event, and to heighten the dramatic effect of a 

story. The story frame is the border which surrounds the stories that 

have a common character, topic, or moral. A story frame can have 

different dimensions where the general topic, character, or moral is 
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discussed in a new light. Prefaces are the introductory statements or 

questions that set the topic, character, or moral of the story frame. 

Prefaces occur after a pause or break in the conversation. 

How Do Participants Co-Author 
A Series of Storiea? 

Participants co-author a series of stories by setting up a story 

frame, then each participant contributes one or more stories to the 

story frame. Each participant acts as a teller and a recipient for 

the series of stories. All participants contribute to the story. The 

following is an example of a moral story frame. 

((TRAIN WHISTLE BLOWS 2:04:0 MINIUTES)) 

270 COY: Dave are ya gittine pretty well most of your money 

271 DAV: oh yah (1.2) it ain't too bad I cain't cry (3.3) I got some 

out that I kicked myh butt over yah know-

272 COY: -some ya whent ahead an put up-

273 DAV: -ah some that I knew better-

274 COY: -yah-

275 DAV: - a n uh t h a t works on mfih p r e t t y hard yah know 

276 COY: r i g i i t 

277 DAV: if I didn't do what I knew ta do why 

((laughter)) 

278 COY: right 

279 DAV: some of the other that I prfittX much did ever thin right on 

for what I knew that's out well thats little enough that 

really don't do nothin but makin meh angry 

280 COY: yah 
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281 DAV: yah know an some of that stuff on uhm I don't know I guess I 

got kinda paranoid bout it or somethin but I damn near fight 

over two dollars now I mean 

((chuckle)) 

282 COY: I know what ya mean 

283 DAV: that got enough ta pay a little ole bill like tha there 

wodn't no use in makin it in the first place ya know ya do a 

guy a fazor an let em make it an then he thinks he's supposed 

ta wait ninety days for it up it makes meh angry 

((chuckle)) 

Coy sets up the series of stories to be told in the story fraune as 

stories about people paying their bills in 270- Dave and Coy set up 

the story Dave tells in 279 by building up why Dave gets angry at 

himself in 271 through 278. Dave's story ends in 283 when he 

chuckles. Coy goes directly into his story in 284. 

284 COY: I alwayz I alwayz felt like when ever I done a job (3.4) I 

had myh money comin ya know and uhm them ole combines it they 

if them ole farmers iz ever gonnea have any money— 

285 DAV: - u h hxom-

286 COY: - h e had i t r i g h t tJtlfin 

287 DAV: you b e t 

288 COY: I didn't no mow wanta give no slack Carl Wood iz the onl^ one 

I wod ever give alotta slack ta an boy hetreated meh treated 

meh better an most them people ever thought 

289 DAV: yah 

290 COY: boy he jist 
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291 COY: he jist really damn sure took care ov meh there an an I let 

some stuff go here until it looked like eh wodn't be able the 

money ta pay meh he told meh I think it wuz the next ta the 

last year I cut for him him and him owed meh ah cuttin bill 

for seven months and uh he called meh in and said when I thru 

Ĉ 'ttin your gonnea get your money we went out there ya know 

little ole FHA or whatever he wuz gettin I think it wuz FHA 

what id done, he got the money for cuttin asked meh if it wuz 

alright he needed this money ta operate on he wuz gettin so 

deep out dare— 

292 DAV: —uh\jmm uh\amm-

293 COY: -an I said that's fine he said I can I can work around here 

an I can get your money here in a couplea months I said 

that's alright so anyway when it come time ta get myh money 

he couldn't git in bout five months went by he went down ta 

FHA ab told em said I owe this boy this cuttin bill and he 

said he need? hiz money called him a damn liar nobody waits 

that long for a cuttin bill they git their money an they be 

gone your tryin ((indistinguishable)) but uh other than that 

right there all theres a mexican here that 

((indistinguishable)) Host two hundred dollars that all I 

ever lost (3.3) r I jist by gosh— 

294 DAV: well I 

295 COY: -when ever I do work for people that's the reason we all work 

for the money 
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Coy's story is about finally getting his money from a custom 

cutting job, 284-295. Coy's story shows that a single story told in a 

natural conversation is not necessarily one long extended turn of 

talk. The receipent of the story makes comments while the story is 

being told. Dave shows Coy support for the story when he says "uh 

hum" in 285 and 292. He also shows support in 287 when he says "you 

bet." 

296 DAV: I guess right know I've got on not much a few littel ole 

bills that kinda hacks ya and one ole deal that ((heh heh 

heh) ) is a on ah durn basketball goal an uh uh ya know that 

ole boy got one ove them big houses in the country club an 

all that kinda crud and us so when I mailed him a bill on 

that he sent meh a check for half of it not quite half 

((chuckle)) and I jist kinda thats the ole deal I wuz tellen 

ya bout but uh theres not enough money there ta make a 

real difference-

297 COY: -yah-

298 DAV: -theres enough money there ta stir a guy up a little that's 

all 

299 COY: sent ya a check fur half ov it 

300 DAV: uhuh (1.5) course that ole deal he made it ah lot higher than 

it could ah been made I didn't get ta build it like I wnated 

em to: an so forth an when he got through with it why it cost 

em bout two hundred dollars we set it up put it in the ground 

and everthing— 

301 COY: -you ssL it up for him-
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302 DAV: -oh yah-

303 COY: -an put in it in the ground-

304 DAV: -oh yah 

305 COY: durn cheap deal 

306 DAV: no: I didn't buy the backboard an that stuff I wuz strictly 

pole 

307 COY: yep 

30S DAV: we started ta put why oh shit that pipes Heavy oh yeah well 

no problem so I took my little wench truck an dropped it in 

the hole ya know we leveled that sucker up and staked it off 

jist like ya s'poed ta ya know twenty foot ov angle iron to 

tie it down so ya can concrete it— 

309 COY: -yeah-

310 DAV: —an so the ole pipes there no problem and it ran a hundred an 

ninety four bucks ((chuckle)) gosh it ain't no: problem cuz 

I'll catch em away from hiz house some time well I'll kick 

hiz little £at aaa 

311 COY: yep yep 

312 DAV: I'll gaurentee ya the deal 

313 COY: the whole deal damn sure be worth gettin some ov hiz ass with 

it 

314 DAV: yes si:r 

315 COY: uh hum 

(3.2) 

316 DAV: I won't go ta hiz house an do it cuz becuz I think there'd be 

ah little too much trouble there yah know 
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317 COY: yah 

(5.1) 

318 DAV: an uh I I he's probly got twenty years on meh but I believe I 

kin do it too ((chuckle)) I believe i kin I know I can if I 

can't I still go thru it 

((laughter)) 

319 COY: an if ya don't it'll still be worth it 

320 DAV: yah it'll be all right 

((laughter)) 

321 DAV: I guarntee ya if he gets meh I deserve ta be got ( (laughter) ) 

course thats true on the damn bill too cuz I knew em 

The roles of the teller and recipient are reversed in 296 when Dave 

tells his story about the basketball goal. Dave's story is from 

296-321. Coy takes a more active role as recipient than Dave did, as 

seen in 299: "sent ya a check fur half ov it," and 301, "you set it up 

for him—." Dave has to clarify a misunderstanding about his story for 

Coy in 306 were he says "no: I didn't buy the backboard an that stuff 

I wuz strictly pole." 

At the end of the story, Dave states something of a moral to the 

story frame. "I guatantee ya if he gets meh I deserve ta be got 

((laughter)) course that's true on the damn bill cuz I knew em." The 

moral to the story frame is do not charge to any one who will not pay 

their bills. The moral is found in what Dave says based on the 

context in which it was said. Dave and Coy are discussing customers 

who do not pay their bills. Coy tells a story about not being paid 

for seven months but finally receiving his money. Dave tells a story 
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about a customer who paid half of his bill and, at the telling of the 

story (approximately three months after the basketball goal was put 

up), had not paid the balance of the bill. The customer in both Coy's 

and Dave's story was not a new customer. Dave had put the customer in 

story on a strictly cash payment because of non-payment of his bills 

but decided to give him another chance. Dave and Coy both knew that 

their customers did not pay their bills; that is why Dave's statement 

in 321 serves as a moral to the story frame. Moral: If a 

businessperson knows that a customer will not pay his or her bills, 

then that businessperson should not give credit to that person no 

matter how often he or she asks for it. The moral of the story depends 

directly on the context of the story, because out of context the moral 

cannot be seen. 

Section summary. Each participant contributes to the story frame 

by telling a story. The recipient of the story contributes to the 

story by adding short comments like, "I know what ya mean," to show 

the teller that he or she is listening and understands the story. The 

recipient can also ask for futher clarification of the story, and the 

teller will respond by giving more detail. 

How Do Stories Rely on the Context 
in Which Thev are Told to be Understood 
by the Participants? 

All of the stories mentioned above take on greater significance 

when understood in light of the context in which they are told. The 

context of the stories include who the participants are: A welder, 

bookkeeper, farmer, salesman, retired farmer, custom cutter, or 
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communication scholar. All of the participants bring different points 

of view into the conversation, when a new participant enters a 

conversation the context changes. 

Story frame cont-.ftxr.. The story frame serves as a context in which 

the stories are told. The stories can be taken out of the frame but 

do not have the same impact as when they are seen in light of the 

story frame. The story frame is a complete unit that allows for the 

study of stories much the same way as the participants came to 

understand the stories based on the topic, character, or moral story 

frame. If a story is removed from the story frame, then it becomes 

much like a heart removed from a body for study. It can be studied as 

a single unit and all of its tiny details can be described, but it 

must be a part of a whole for it to function. The story is the heart, 

the frame is the body of the person, and the conversation is the 

family. A person can be removed from his or her family and still 

function. A heart cannot be removed from a body and function without 

some form of artifical support. Stories cannot function outside of a 

story frame without some form of artifical support. 

Physical context. The physical environment also affects the 

context of a conversation in the welding shop. If the weather is warm 

but not hot, then the office door is open; thus, allowing more highway 

noise to affect the conversation. Trucks, police sirens, and the 

daily train whistle are some of the noises that help construct the 

physical environment; when they go by a person cannot hear what is 

being said in the shop. The weather, also, plays an important part as 

a context dimension, because the farmers depend on the weather as a 
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determinant for their crops; therefore, many of the stories are 

weather related. 

How well the participants know the characters of the stories adds 

to the context of the conversation. There are times when a character 

is mentioned but not by name, and the character is still known because 

of the context in which the story is told. 

345 DAV: pretty much up until the first ov ov August 

346 COR: sure 

347 DAV: first part ah August I guess she worked somethin like that 

she made ah little vacation an then started tryin ta git in 

bidness ta go back work ya know she helped meh nearly all 

summer 

348 COR: she jist learn it here she jist pick it up here 

349 DAV: oh yah jist from helpin meh (3.9) she dun quite ah little bit 

she helped on some service calls an stuff like that ya know 

seem like she enjoyed it real well 

350 COR: I know that day when I come in course I didn't have ah very 

big job ya know she well she made it jist like I t^ld her to 

351 DAV: little ole kid has alwways been ah good helper as far as 

helpers ya know she help ah whole lot an ya know several 

years ago well she (3.2) she wanted ta do that steada work 

somewhere else I know she worked ah summer at ALCO when they 

opened that store. 

352 COR: yah 

353 DAV: liften an totin an shovin out there an she wanted somein ta 

do I didn't mind payin cuz she's bout ah good ah helper as I 
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could git 

((chuckle)) 

354 COR: probly better an some ov em 

355 DAV: I know when we work tagether on an ole deal she drive the 

truck the wench truck ya know our wench truck not to big and 

uh handlin it why she dxi3te that wench truck 

(3.5) 

356 COR: don't see very many like that in Levelland ya might back off 

somewhere 

357 DAV: I guarantee ya as far as ah truck driver goes far as truck 

driver goes why well okay when put somethin tagether er 

somethin like that when she operatin mostly the wench gooda 

helper as anybody ever had do exactly what she you tell er ta 

do ah if you want an inch she can give ya an inch insteada 

three ya know 

358 COR: or mare 

((chuckle)) 

359 DAV: uhum 

((laughter)) 

360 COR: said that's first time I ever saw ah woman workin in the 

weldin shop 

((laughter)) 

(4.2) 

The "she" mentioned in the above character story freune is this 

researcher. Cory is a customer who came into the welding shop in mid 

July. Dave was on a service call in the field, and I was the only one 
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at the welding shop. Cory came in to have some brackets bent, and he 

was not sure that I knew how to bend them. The stories up to 361, 

which represent one story frame, depend on the participants knowing 

who "she" is for the stories to be understood. The clarification of 

which specific "she" that was being talked about did not need to 

mention a name because anyone familiax with the context of the 

conversation would know who was being talked about. 

361 MIL: you had ah little girl applyin for ah job here in the weldin 

shop that wuz goin ta South Plains that wuz from New Mexico 

didn't you Dave 

362 DAV: sure did 

363 MIL: she had always helped her daddy most alotta girls that their 

daddies— 

364 COR: —see they been around it they catch on pretty quick er bflĵ a 

either 

365 DAV: oh yah 

366 COR: but you take that strictly mean you may not have anythin 

evertime ya look at it 

367 DAV: uh I magine that little ole girl talk ta meh bout I figure 

dun ah good little job 

368 COR: certainly you don't see very many like I say you don't see 

very many do that in this part ov the country 

369 DAV: ah alotta ov em don't want ta 

370 COR: we:11 it kinda outa their fields 

371 DAV: well they 

( (truck goes by) ) 
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372 COR: lotta ov don't wanta git grease an dirt on em 

((laughter)) 

(7.5) 

373 DAV: she made ah pretty good little welder this summer ya know 

((laughter) ) 

(9.3) 

374 COR: well I better go Dave 

375 DAV: okay Cory 

376 COR: we'll see ya later 

[end of transaction] 

The context changed, as did the story frame in 361, when Mildred 

entered the conversation. The story frame changed from a character 

frame to a topic freune. It can be assxamed that Mildred was in the 

office during the previous story frsune, because no one acknowledged 

her entry into the room. The stories changed from one specific girl 

working in a welding shop to girls working in "dirty" jobs in general. 

In 371, the physical noise affects the conversation. Dave starts 

to make a point but is drowned out by a truck going down the highway. 

When the truck passes by, Cory starts talking, and whatever Dave was 

going to say is lost. 

If the above example had not been recorded in the welding shop, 

then the stories of the author working there would not have made much 

sense. There would have been a need for greater detail about why Cory 

should bring the topic up anyway. In the welding shop, Cory was free 

to bring up the topic without any detail, because it was in the 

velding shop that the event took place. 
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SectliOn â unmftry. stories rely on the context of the story frames 

in which they are told to be fully understood. A story may be 

understood away from the context of the story frame, but it takes on 

greater significance when seen in the context of the story frame. 

The physical context is significant to the understanding of the 

story and story frame. Physical noise can distract the participants. 

A new participant can change a story frame. All of the physical 

factors help to establish the environment of the conversation which 

influences the frames and the stories within the frames. 

Stjmmary 

Stories are told in the context of a story frame as well as a 

larger context of the entire conversation. A story frame can be 

thought of as a comic strip where there are individual blocks that fit 

together to make up the complete comic strip. Story frames are 

individual segments of a conversation blocked off by breaks in a 

conversation, usually, but not always, by pauses in the conversation. 

One story frame may be an entire conversation, just as one comic block 

may be a complete comic strip. 

Stories inside of a story frame rely on the story told before it to 

create the context of the story frame. A single story pulled from a 

story frame does not have as much meaning as it would if told in 

conjuction with the other stories in the story frame. 

The context of the stories that the participants rely on for 

understanding goes beyond that of the story frame- The participants 

rely on the physical environment of where the story is told, the noise 
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going on in that environment, who the participants are, and how well 

the participants know the characters in the story. The story frame 

builds a context which is part of the larger context of the 

conversation. 



CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

Overv j »yf 

This thesis was sparked by an interest in the telling of a single 

story. The story was one my Grandma told about the kids she used to 

play with and how they got their nicknames. At the time, the story 

was just a funny story that prompted my Great Aunt and Grandpa to tell 

more stories about what it was like when they were growing up. It was 

not until my Grandma died that the stories told that day took on much 

greater significance to me. I realized that I still had the stories 

even after Grandma was gone. This realization lead to an interest in 

oral history, which is just a "stones throw" from this thesis project. 

This final chapter will stimmarize the previous chapters, reiterate 

the significant findings of this thesis, explain a significant 

by-product of this research, address the limitations of this thesis, 

and finally show in what directions future research can go from here. 

Summary of Previous Chapters 

Chapter One introduced the theories of narrative on which this 

thesis is based. Fisher's narrative paradigm and Sarbin's narratory 

principle were those theories. Fisher (1987) says that all forms of 

communication need to be seen as stories, because it is narrative, as 

a concept, that enhances the understanding of communication and action 

everywhere. Sarbin (1986) also sees the narrative as the bases of 

human cognition. He states "I propose the narratory principle: that 

56 
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human beings think, perceive, imagine, and make moral choices 

according to narrative structures" (Sarbin, 1986, p. 8). 

Chapter Two examined seven areas of research on storytelling. 

Principles of narrative include findings that state narratives have 

specific meanings for people, narratives are structured events, and 

stories are used to help develop general rules and morals. 

The early storytelling section established that stories have been 

around since before written history and are ubiquitous. Stories were, 

and still are, used to help keep people's cultural heritage as well as 

their personal histories alive. 

Everyone tells stories. Stories are told to entertain and 

enlighten people. Ryan (1988) says that there are times in everybody's 

life that need stories and experiences that everyone has had. These 

are the times when people use a moral story frame to structure their 

stories. 

Early research placed the emphasis on how to tell a good story. 

One way to tell a good story is to enjoy telling stories (Droke, 

1956) . Baker and Greene (1977) said that the focus should be on the 

story and not the teller, and Shedlock (1952) explained the dangers 

that a storyteller faces in telling a good story. To tell a good 

story, a teller must make sure that his or her story fits into the 

story frame, or establish that he or she has changed story frames. 

Storytelling is audience and occasion centered. Without an 

audience or occasion to tell a story, it does not matter if a person 

can tell a good story or not. The narrator has the burden of making 
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the story relevant to the ocassion; the story must fit into the story 

frame. The audience or recipient of the story allows the teller to 

take an extended turn of talk, offers minimal contributions, such as 

"uhum" and"yeah" which indicate attention and appreciation, and at the 

end of the story demostrates understanding or at least acknowledgement 

of the story (Mandelbaum, 1987; Polanyi, 1985). 

Organizational stories have organizational settings and characters 

and often have a moral. They are told for socialization and help 

create and maintain the organizational culture (Martin, 1982; 

Mysiades, 1987). 

Narrative research of today started in studying stories collected 

from interview situations. The research began when Labov and Waletzky 

(1967) conducted a study of narrative based on interviews they had 

done during research on vernacular speech. They claimed that only 

unusual, unexpected, or unique stories can be personal narratives 

which suggest that people cannot tell stories about their everyday 

lives. The research for this thesis suggests that all people live 

unusual, unexpected, and unique lives; therefore, all people have 

personal narratives that they can tell. The use of the interview as a 

methodology was widely accepted, until Wolfson (1976) pointed out that 

stories told in interview situations were different in structure than 

stories told in spontaneous situations. The interview stories were 

told in answer to a direct question. In spontaneous situations, the 

narration is a response to the current topic of conversation (the 

story frame) . 
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Chapter Three explains the specific methodology used in the 

research of this thesis. The methods of the conversational analysts 

were used. The approach uses audio-tape recordings of natural 

conversation. The setting of the research was a welding shop in a 

west Texas farming community. Fifteen hours of tape recordings were 

collected and transcribed. A complete set of tapes and/or transcripts 

can be obtained from the Speech Communication Department of Texas Tech 

University in Lubbock, Texas. 

Chapter Four consist of an analysis of stories to answer the three 

research questions. What was found by this analysis is explained in 

the next section of this chapter. 

Chief Findings 

Story frame. A story frame is a border which surrounds a series of 

stories that are all interconnected. There are three types of story 

frames: topical, character, and moral. The topical frame is the most 

common. It has a general topic that all of the stories within the 

frame are related to, such as, cars, children, or the weather. The 

character frame has a specific character or set of characters that all 

of the stories are about. For example, all of the stories may be 

about Joe, but they are stories about Joe getting married eight times, 

Joe and his boat, and Joe going back to college. The moral frame was 

the least common in this research. The moral frame has a certain 

moral that all of the stories are about. It is probably a more common 

frame in larger organizations where employees tell stories to each 

other. Story frames can have different dimensions inside them. The 
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dimensions are easiest to see in the character frame as the topics 

change about a character, but the character is the same. 

CQnnefft.ivftff. Connectives are the statements that connect the story 

about to be told to the story told previously. An example is "ah 

that's right I know." A special form of connective occurs when one 

participant connects a story to a previous one but does not tell the 

story, instead the participant "hands-off" the story to another 

participant to tell. This type of connective is probably used more by 

people who are in a long term relationship. 

Detail. Detail is the amount of information given in a story so as 

to describe a character, place, or event. Detail can also be used to 

heighten the dramactic effect of a story. If all of the participants 

are familiar with a character, place, or event, then little detail is 

given. The recipient signals when enough detail has been given. 

Preface. A preface is the question or statement that introduces 

the story frame. The preface is usually a question: "Bidness been 

pretty good?" A preface occurs after a pause or break in the 

conversation such as a telephone call or customer transaction. A 

preface may also re-introduce a story frame after a break in the 

conversation: "like I was sayin before." 

story frf̂lP*̂  r-nntext. The story frame is part of the context in 

which the stories are told. The story must be seen and analyzed as 

part of a larger unit to be seen close to the same way as the 

participants understood it. 
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All of the stories examined in this thesis are from a single 

locale, organization, and set of participants. Possibly, the sort of 

prefaces, connectives, and types of story frames noticed in this 

research are overly influenced by these particulars. This study used 

primarily American English speakers. Possibly, storytelling in more 

bilingual situations would reveal differences in prefacing, 

connectives, and detail. This study used participants with basically 

the same interactant style. Possibly, the interactant style 

influenced the nxmtiber of stories a participant told. 

Future Research 

Collection of a broader corpus of stories from a variety of 

settings featuring a varity of participants would be useful for 

generalizing findings about story structure and participant 

contributions. For instance, participants in an urban, larger 

organization might show the moral story frame to be more common than 

was seen in this research. Collection of stories from different 

and/or more than one language and different cultures would also add to 

the findings about story structure. A sample study, for instance, 

could explore how Subinese exchange stories in ways that are 

systematically different from Americans. A study of joint tellings of 

stories by partners could explore diferences in prefacing, 

connectives, and handoffs. A study to relate descriptive findings 

with prescriptive literature would be useful to compare how people 

tell stories to the research about how people should tell stories. 
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A very significant by-product of this research is the content of 

the tapes and transcripts. It is called a by-product, because the 

content was not used in this thesis as anything in and of itself. The 

content of the stories was used to support the theories of the 

structure of stories and story frames. The stories themselves are 

significant, because they tell the history of the area and the 

personal history of the people. Oral historians go out and interview 

people to find out what they did and saw during a certain period of 

time. This research collected a number of stories about what people 

did and saw from the Great Depression to the present. Although these 

tapes and transcripts can not be called a complete history of the 

area, they are definitely a good starting place for someone who is 

collecting a history of the West Texas area. 

What direction the future research takes depends on the ideas and 

inclinations of the researcher but as Miner et al. (1973, p. v) point 

out: 

Describing an event—that is, telling a story—is so simple 
and natural a process, so primative and idle an activity, 
it involves such an effortless blossoming of language, that we 
shall never come to an end of analyzing it. 

And, as Grandma would say that reminds me of a story . . . 
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